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Abstract— The wireless network control procedure should 

first and foremost guarantee the safety. The security of data 

in a dispersed wireless communication network is one of the 

current study fields. Wireless networks are vulnerable to 

assaults as they expand, necessitating the use of strong 

security measures. Finding appropriate cryptography for 

wireless network communication is a crucial problem 

because to the sensor nodes' limited energy-computational 

and storage resources. It is necessary to include safety 

features, such as the usage of data integrity codes and 

encryption techniques, in order to address these issues with 

wireless network communication. such as to get the data 

ready for transmission and subsequent decryption. In this 

research, we explain the test findings that demonstrate how 

the suggested approaches can strengthen the key used in the 

encryption and decryption of document files transmitted over 

wireless networks.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Computer networks known as wireless networks are those 

that are not connected by any form of cable. Businesses can 

save money by using wireless networks instead of installing 

wires inside buildings or connecting several pieces of 

equipment. Radio waves serve as the foundation for wireless 

systems, and they are implemented at the physical level of 

network architecture. 

 To link devices like laptops to the Internet, a 

company network, and applications, wireless networks 

employ radio waves. When laptops connect to public Wi-Fi 

hotspots, the connection is made to that company's wireless 

network. 

Four primary categories of wireless networks exist: 

1) Wireless Local Area Network (LAN): A wireless local 

area network integrates a number of devices and offers 

access to the broader Internet through access points. 

2) Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks (MAN): These 

networks link together so many wireless LANs. 

3) Wireless Wide Area Network (WAN): Covers large 

areas, including nearby cities and towns. 

4) Wireless Personal Area Network (PAN): Connects 

objects along a slight distance, like within a person's 

reach. 

 
Fig. 1: Basic structure of wireless network 

A. Need To Security:  

The term "integrity of the message" refers to the absence of 

any form of alteration in the message. To preserve the 

integrity of any communication, the notion of fingerprinting 

can be employed and tied to the message. The message and 

digest pair is the electronic counterpart of the document and 

fingerprint pair. 

 
Fig. 2: Basic hash functioning in input information 

 With a few minor differences, the two pairings of 

(message/message digest) and (document/fingerprint) are 

equivalent. Physical relationships exist between the 

document and fingerprint, the message and message digest 

may be separated from one another, and most importantly, the 

message digest has to be resistant to manipulation. 

Example;- 

 MD5 (“The quick brown Tom jumps over the lazy 

Jerry”)=8e707d9372bb6641bd3542a 

 MD5(“The quick brown Tom jumps over the lazy 

Jerry”)=01077d3e45668d259fe632a 

Checking integrity 

 
Fig. 3: basic structure of processing of hash functioning 
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II. BEGINNINGS AND PRIOR WORK 

The MD4 and MD5 analyses are comparable. Since MD4 

only employs three phases out of the sixteen fundamental 

stages, the cost per input word is three rather than four. The 

final inclusion significantly lessens the vital path of a 

fundamental step. With one add, one logical function, and one 

rotation, the resultant algorithm may be executed. Due to 

security concerns, MD4 is not always the appropriate 

replacement for MD5, despite running in around two thirds 

the time of MD5. 

 The speed at which various algorithms have been 

implemented has been used to compare them. DES (20.6 

Mbps), MD5 (1.8 Mbps), SHA (30 Mbps), and MD2 (57 

Mbps). As a result, the message digest algorithm, DES, and 

AES are encryption techniques that are currently slower than 

MD5, MD2, and SHA. Our researchers are making excellent 

progress in this area to increase the security of converting 

data via cloud computing. I thoroughly studied the prior study 

article and discuss it here. For the encryption of data digests, 

MD5 is quite quick. In a web application, it is used for file 

authentication and for security reasons. We may save 

additional passwords in 128-bit format using this approach. 

 
Fig. 4: MD5 algorithm 

III. PROPOSED METHOD FOR THROUGHPUT MEASUREMENT 

A hash function is an algorithm that accepts an input value 

for example, a string and returns a fixed-length result. The 

following are the features of an appropriate hashing 

algorithm: 

 It is extremely quick and may return a vast array of 

hash values. 

 It creates a unique hash for each unique input value 

no collisions and different hash values for comparable input 

values. 

 There's no particular pattern in the spread of 

produced hash values. 

A. Message Digest5 (MD5) 

Professor Ronald L.Rivest developed the MD5 algorithm in 

1991. MD5 is a cryptographically method algorithm that 

takes a sequence message as data and converts it into a 

sufficiently long message of 128 bits. The MD5 message 

digest algorithm requires an arbitrary length message as input 

and provides a 128 bit 'thumbprint' or'message digest' of the 

insight as output. The implementation is in Electronic 

Signatures mode. 

In summary, MD5 has had two primary applications over the 

years: 

 The hashing was frequently the default choice for 

password vault in a database at the start of the Internet. For 

security reasons, this is not anymore a good idea. 

 Checksum: MD5 is an excellent contender for 

quickly verifying data integrity after a transfer. We can verify 

that the file on both parties is the same by using it as a 

checksum. 

B. Working Principle- 

1) Step1- Append padding bits;-  To make the message 

length 448 Mod 512, 64 bits are padded with 448 bits and 

converted into multiples of 512 bits. 

 
The padding message is made up of a single 1 bit followed by 

a series of 0 bits. Padding bits range in length from 1 to 512. 

2) Step2-Append length bits;- The result of step-1 is added 

with 64 bits of the original message. It is attached in such 

a way that the least significant byte is appended. Step-2 

produces a message with an integer multiple of 512 bits. 

As M0,M1……,Mq……..M(L-1). The total length of 

expended message is L*512bits. 

 
Fig. 5: Message Creation using MD5 

3) Step3-Initialize MD5-Buffer;-  A 128 bit buffer is 

utilised to hold both the intermediate and final results. A 

buffer is represented by four 32-bit registers as PQRS. 

P = 01 23 45 67 

Q =89 AB CD FF 

R =FE DC BA 98 

S = 77 54 32 10 

It is used an initial value of IV128. 

4) Step4- Process message in 512 bit blocks; - It consists of 

four stages of processing, as seen in fig. These four 

rounds have a similar structure to SHA but differ in the 

ABCD permitive logical function. 

 
Fig. 6: Basic process of MD5 mechanism 
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Each cycle accepts 512 bit blocks as input, processes them, 

and outputs 128 bits. The output of the fourth round is added 

to the output of the first round to obtain the desired output. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS - 

There are numerous frequently used hash functions. All of 

them were created by mathematicians and computer 

scientists. Further study has revealed several weaknesses, 

although all are regarded good enough for noncryptographic 

applications. 

1) SHA-1; SHA is an abbreviation for secure hash 

algorithm. The algorithm's original version was SHA-1, 

which was later replaced by SHA-2. Whereas MD5 

creates a 128-bit hash, SHA-1 generates a 160-bit hash 

(20 bytes). It is an integer 40 digits long in hexadecimal 

notation. It, like MD5, was created for cryptography 

purposes but was quickly shown to have flaws. It is no 

longer thought to be any less resistant to attack than 

MD5. 

2) SHA-2;- There are several versions of the second version 

of SHA. SHA-256 is perhaps the most often used, and 

the National Institute of Standards and Technology 

(NIST) advises using it instead of MD5 or SHA-1. The 

SHA-256 algorithm generates a hash value of 256 bits, 

which is equivalent to 64 hexadecimal digits. While not 

perfect, a SHA-256 hash is around 20-30% slower to 

calculate than either MD5 or SHA-1 hashes. 

3) SHA-3;- This hash algorithm was invented in late 2015 

and is still not widely used. Its algorithm is distinct from 

that of its predecessor, SHA-2. 

 The SHA-256 algorithm is a version of the older 

SHA-256 algorithm, with the former taking slightly longer to 

calculate than the latter. 

 We can observe how the PHP compiler works by 

using it to decrypt encrypted messages, whether they have 

been modified or not. The results show that MD5 is a more 

effective message digest than SHA-1, SHA-2, and SHA-257. 

Php (hypertext Processor) is a server side scripting 

programming language. It is also an open an open source 

general purpose programming language. This language is 

used for creating websites. PHP is employed by embedding it 

with HTML, allowing for the addition of additional 

functionalities. 

Using a computer language to encrypt data; 

 

. <?php 

. 

. $str = " Hello golu send me 5000/- rupees "; 

. 

. echo "the string : " .$str ."<br><br>"; 

. 

. echo "md5 Binary : " .md5($str, TRUE) ."<br><br>"; 

. 

. echo "md5 Hex : " .md5($str, FALSE) ."<br><br>"; 

. 

. echo "sha1 Binary : " .sha1($str, TRUE) ."<br><br>"; 

. 

. echo "sha1 Hex : " .sha1($str, FALSE) ."<br><br>"; 

. 

. ?> 

Table 1: Basic coding for the message's encryption. 

 
Fig. 7: Run result Encryption of message. 

A. Decryption;- 

. <?php 

. 

. $str = "Hello golu send me 5000/- rupees"; 

. 

.if(md5($str) == "30f454ad7da096a7f6719032a86929ce"){ 

. 

. echo "Message is not modified"; 

. 

. } 

. 

. ?> 

Table 2: Scripted message decoding for decryption 
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Fig. 8: Decryption of Message Run Results 

 A Hash function is function that takes a set of inputs 

on any arbitrary size and fits them into a table or other data 

structure that contains fixed size elements 

HASH #1(ms) #2(ms) #3(ms) #4(ms) #5(ms) 

MD5 649 623 621 624 620 

SHA-1 608 580 625 599 594 

SHA-2 620 597 621 618 595 

SHA-

256 
746 719 737 728 755 

Table 3: Creating the string hash 

Optimizing of the Hash Algorithms;- 

 
Fig. 9: Displaying the hash function for various data sets 

 
Fig. 10: Preparing for the online encryption presentation. 

B. Comparatively performances 

Shown in below in the table 

Properties MD5 SHA SHA-256 

Attempts to 

locate the 

original 

message 

2^128 

operations 

2^160 

operations 

2^256 

operations 

same 

message 

digests for 

two 

messages 

2^64 2^80 2^128 

Effective 

attacks 

A reported 

MD5 

breakage 

occurrence 

No such 

damn 
== 

Speed faster 
Slower but 

secure 

Slower but 

much 

secure 

Table 4: Compare the process of between the MD5 & SAH, 
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Fig. 7: Chart of hashing methods used by Exemine in 

hardware and software 

 
Fig. 8: Working presentation on a line-based approach to 

software and hardware. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE OBJECTIVES 

One of the most effective is the MD5 algorithm. A string's 

hash function result is immediately available but large files 

can take some time to process. Since researchers found 

techniques to get around the protocol by inducing collisions 

on commercial computers, MD5 is no longer recommended 

for use. Furthermore, the speed of modern computers enables 

it for anybody to brute force a login by rapidly testing 

millions of different models. A crash takes place when two 

files or strings have the same matched hash. If you can log in 

with a different password or change a file without the receiver 

being able to recognize the difference, it indicates a security 

problem. Use SHA-256 as contrast to MD5 as a general rule. 

Overall, SHA-256 is slightly faster to MD5 since it produces 

a 256-bit outcome as distinct to MD5's 128-bit outcome and 

because it is quicker. Even though it isn't optimum, SHA-256 

is a better option because it doesn't issue that it is little slower 

when it is used for a purpose other than a hash function. 
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